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Abstract  
Near-real-time data warehousing plays an essential role for decision making in organizations 
where latest data is to be fed from various data sources on near-real-time basis. The stream of 
sales data coming from data sources needs to be transformed to the data warehouse format 
using disk-based master data. This transformation process is a challenging task due to slow 
disk access rate as compare to the fast stream data. For this purpose, an adaptive semi-stream 
join algorithm called HYBRIDJOIN (Hybrid Join) is presented in the literature. The algorithm 
uses a single buffer to load partitions from the master data. Therefore, the algorithm has to wait 
until the next disk partition overwrites the existing partition in the buffer. As the cost of loading 
the disk partition into the buffer is a major cost in the total algorithm’s processing cost, this 
leaves the performance of the algorithm sub-optimal. This paper presents optimisation of ex-
isting HYBRIDJOIN by introducing another buffer. This enables the algorithm to load the sec-
ond buffer while the first one is under join execution. This reduces the time that the algorithm 
wait for loading of master data partition and consequently, this improves the performance of 
the algorithm significantly.  
Keywords  
Real-time Data Warehousing; Semi-Stream Joins; Stream data, Master data  
1. Introduction  
The industry is moving towards near-real-time data warehouse to make rapid decisions. The 
tools and techniques for promoting these concepts are rapidly evolving (Golfarelli & Rizzi, 
2009; Thomsen & Pedersen, 2005; Vassiliadis, 2009). The batch-oriented, incremental refresh 
approach is moving towards a continuous, incremental refresh approach (Karakasidis, 
Vassiliadis, & Pitoura, 2005; Slavin, 1980; Thiele, Fischer, & Lehner, 2009; Tho & Tjoa, 2004). 
One important research area in the field of data warehousing is data transformation. Since data 
generated from business transactions – also called sales data or source data – is not in the format 
required by near-real-time data warehouse, it needs to be transformed online using disk-based 
master data before loading it into the data warehouse. Usually this transformation of data is 
performed using ETL (Extraction Transformation Loading) tools. Common examples of trans-
formations are unit conversion, removal of duplicate tuples, information enrichment, filtering 
of unnecessary data, sorting of tuples, and translation of source data key. 
Let us consider an example for the transformation phase shown in Figure 1 that implements 
one of the above features, called enrichment. In the example we consider the source data with 
attributes product_id, qty, and date that are extracted from data sources. At the transformation 
layer, in addition to key replacement (from source key product_id to warehouse key s_key) 
some other information namely sales price denoted by s_price to calculate the total 
amount and the vendor information is also added. In the figure this information with attributes 
name s_key, s_price, and vendor are extracted at run time from the master data and are used to 
enrich the source updates using a join operator. 
 
Figure 1: An example of transformation (Naeem, Dobbie, & Weber, 2012). 
In traditional data warehousing the source updates are buffered and the join is performed of-
fline. On the other hand, in near-real-time data warehousing this operation needs to be per-
formed as soon as the data is received from the data sources. In implementing the online exe-
cution of join, one important challenge is the different arrival rate of both inputs. The stream 
input is fast and huge in volume while the disk input is slow. The challenge here is to amortise 
the disk access cost over the fast input stream. 
HYBRIDJOIN (Hybrid Join) is one of the optimal semi-stream join algorithms presented in 
the literature to join streaming data with the master data (Naeem, Dobbie, & Weber, 2011a). 
The algorithm shows better performance as compared to other hash join algorithms like Mesh 
Join (N Polyzotis, Skiadopoulos, Vassiliadis, Simitsis, & Frantzell, 2007; Neoklis Polyzotis, 
Skiadopoulos, Vassiliadis, Simitsis, & Frantzell, 2008), Indexed Nested Loop Join 
(Ramakrishnan & Gehrke, 2000), and Semi-Stream Index Join (Bornea, Deligiannakis, 
Kotidis, & Vassalos, 2011). The key objective of this algorithm is to amortize the fast input 
stream with the slow disk access within limited memory budget and to deal with the bursty na-
ture of the input data stream. The algorithm reads the input stream in chunks and to amortize 
the fast stream, it keeps a number of chunks in memory at the same time. The number of 
chunks can be differentiated with respect to the loading time. To organize the order and to keep 
the record of non-matching stream tuples, the algorithm stores the join attribute values in 
a component called queue while storing the tuples themselves in a hash table. The algo-
rithm, for each iteration, loads a disk partition from the disk-based master data R into memory 
called disk buffer using oldest value from the queue as an index for the master data access. 
Once the disk partition is loaded into memory, the algorithm matches the disk tuples with all 
available stream tuples in memory. This process is called probing phase. In the case of a match, 
the algorithm generates a new tuple as an output and deletes the tuple from the hash table along 
with its join attribute value from the queue. In the next iteration, the algorithm again accesses 
the oldest value from the queue and repeats the entire procedure.   
Although the HYBRIDJOIN algorithm efficiently amortizes the fast input stream using an in-
dex-based approach to access R, HYBRIDJOIN uses single disk buffer to load partitions of R. 
Thus, in the probing phase when the algorithm processes all the tuples from the disk buffer the 
algorithm needs to wait until the disk buffer gets refill. This doesn’t utilise CPU and memory 
resources completely. In order to resolve this issue, in this paper we introduce an improved 
version of HYBRIDJOIN called Optimised HYBRIDJOIN. The new algorithm implements 
two disk buffers to load the partitions from R. These buffers are loaded alternatively for exam-
ple when first buffer is under the use of join operation – i.e. probing phase – the algorithm 
loaded the second buffer. In this case the algorithm’s join operation does not need to wait for 
loading the disk buffer which fully exploits CPU and memory resources. Our results of Opti-
mised HYBRIDJOIN show a significant performance improvement as compared to HY-
BRIDJOIN. 
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. The related work is presented in Section 2. Sec-
tion 3 describes existing HYBRIDJOIN and highlights our observations about the current ap-
proach. In Section 4 we present our Optimised HYBRIDJOIN including its architecture, algo-
rithm, and cost model. The experimental study is conducted in Section 5 and finally Section 6 
concludes the paper. 
2. Related Work   
Performance optimization of the semi-stream join process for user-update in near-real-time 
fashion has been of prime importance for the data warehouse and database research commu-
nity. A number of approaches have been published in the literature to optimize the performance 
of semi-stream join operation. In this section, we present the most relevant from these ap-
proaches along with their limitations. 
The Index Nested Loop Join (INLJ) (Ramakrishnan & Gehrke, 2000) was the first index-based 
algorithm introduced for joining two static tables. Although the algorithm can be extended to 
semi-stream join scenario, the performance is very low as the algorithm process only one 
stream tuple against each disk access of R. This creates bottleneck for the streaming data. 
The MESHJOIN (Mesh Join) algorithm (N Polyzotis et al., 2007; Neoklis Polyzotis et al., 
2008) was introduced with the objective to amortise the slow disk access with as many stream 
tuples as possible. To perform the join, the algorithm keeps a number of chunks of stream data 
in memory at the same time. In each iteration the algorithm loads a disk partition into memory 
and performs the join with all these chunks of stream data. The algorithm performs tuning for 
efficient memory distribution among the join components, but in the past, we identified some 
issues related to the access of R. Also, MESHJOIN cannot efficiently deal with the character-
istic of skew in the stream data. 
R-MESHJOIN (Reduced Mesh Join) – an enhanced form of MESHJOIN – was introduced for 
the better performance (Naeem, Dobbie, Weber, & Alam, 2010). It overcomes the issue of 
suboptimal memory distribution of MESHJOIN by introducing a new memory architecture. 
However, R-MESHJOIN implements the same strategy as the MESHJOIN algorithm for ac-
cessing R. 
A partition-based approach was introduced to deal with intermittency in the stream 
(Chakraborty & Singh, 2009, 2010). It uses a two-level hash table to attempt to join stream 
tuples as soon as they arrive, and uses a partition-based waiting area for the other stream tuples. 
The authors did not provide a cost model for their approach. In addition, the algorithm requires 
a clustered index or an equivalent sorting on the join attribute and it does not prevent starvation 
of stream tuples. 
Semi-Streaming Index Join (SSIJ) (Bornea et al., 2011) was another recent attempt to join S 
with R. In general, the algorithm is divided into three phases: the pending phase, the online 
phase and the join phase. In the pending phase, the stream tuples are collected in an input buffer 
until either the buffer is larger than a predefined threshold or the stream ends. In the online 
phase, stream tuples from the input buffer are looked up in cached disk blocks. If the required 
disk tuple exists in the cache, the join is executed. Otherwise, the algorithm flushes the stream 
tuple into a stream buffer. When the stream buffer is full, the join phase starts where R partitions 
are loaded from disk using an index and joined until the stream buffer is empty. This means 
that as partitions are loaded and joined, the join becomes more and more inefficient: partitions 
that are joined later can potentially join only with fewer tuples because the stream buffer is not 
refilled between partition loads. By keeping the stream buffer full and selecting lookup ele-
ments carefully the performance could be improved. 
This problem of semi-stream join was addressed in another approach called X-HYBRIDJOIN 
(Extended HYBRIDJOIN) (Naeem, Dobbie, & Weber, 2011b). X-HYBRIDJOIN produced the 
significant performance improvement by keeping the frequent tuples of stream into the non-
swappable part of the memory buffer and new records are loaded in to the swappable part of 
the memory buffer. The algorithm was designed particularly to cope with Zipfian distributions. 
Although this is an adaptive algorithm and performs better than other similar approaches, the 
access of the disk-based master data is still a bottleneck in it that needs to be explored further. 
The algorithm for joining stream data with a disk-based relation by Derakhshan et al. 
(Derakhshan, Sattar, & Stantic, 2013) introduced a cache component to store frequent master 
data tuples and a waiting queue for stream tuples that are not joined through the cache. The 
algorithm processes this waiting queue in batches. The primary focus of the algorithm was to 
preserve the arrival order of the stream tuples in the output. While useful for some applications, 
this order is not important in most applications such as the ones we consider. Preserving this 
order can cause delays in producing outputs for some stream tuples, e.g. a stream tuple already 
processed through the cache cannot be output if its predecessor tuple is still in the waiting 
queue. Derakhshan and others also demonstrated the role of stream-relation joins in a federated 
stream processing system called MaxStream (Botan et al., 2010). 
One recent algorithm, HYBRIDJOIN (Hybrid Join) (Naeem et al., 2011a) addressed the issue 
of accessing the disk-based relation. An effective strategy to access the disk-based relation was 
introduced in HYBRIDJOIN. Another advantage is that the algorithm can deal with bursty 
streams, which is a limitation of both MESHJOIN and R-MESHJOIN. However, the algorithm 
uses the same suboptimal strategy as in X-HYBRIDJOIN to access the master data and we 
address that issue in this paper. 
3. HYBRIDJOIN and Problem Definition 
  Figure 2 presents the memory architecture for HYBRIDJOIN (Hybrid Join). In HY-
BRIDJOIN, memory is divided into several components. The queue Q component implement-
ing double link list data structure is used to store the join attribute values from the stream data. 
The other component is a hash table H that stores stream tuples. The size of H is hs in terms of 
tuples. The disk buffer db is an important component which holds the master data partition into 
memory. The stream buffer is used to temporary hold the incoming stream data for a while 
until the stream data in memory get processed. HYBRIDJOIN uses index-based approach to 
access R. Therefore, each access of R processes at least one tuple of stream data. Due to this 
fact HYBRIDJOIN gets preference over MESHJOIN. In MESHJOIN it is possible that the 
algorithm processes no stream tuple against an access of R. However, the HYBRIDJOIN algo-
rithm has its own limitations. The algorithm consists of two major phases, loading phase and 
probing phase, while these phases are executed sequentially. In loading phase, the algorithm 
loads a partition of R to db, while in probing phase, the join is performed between db and the 
streaming data stored in H. The algorithm has a high I/O cost to retrieve R and the probing 
phase needs to wait while the algorithm remains busy in its loading phase. In this paper we 
address this limitation that consequently improves the performance of HYBRIDJOIN.  
 
Figure 2: HYBRIDJOIN architecture (Naeem et al., 2013a). 
 
4. Optimised HYBRIDJOIN 
 As a solution to the problem stated above, we present an optimised version of HYBRIDJOIN 
called Optimised HYBRIDJOIN. The new algorithm overcomes the high disk I/O by introduc-
ing a new disk buffer (db2) which allows the parallel execution of two phases – the probing 
phase and the loading phase – of the existing HYBRIDJOIN algorithm. Figure 3 presents the 
memory architecture for Optimised HYBRIDJOIN. During the probing phase when the algo-
rithm is using db1 for the join operation, the algorithm starts loading a partition of R into db2 
using index value from Q. As soon as the algorithm finishes its probing phase using disk db1, 
db2 becomes ready for the join operation. Similarly, while the probing phase uses db2, db1 
gets ready by loading the next partition of R. Thus, the algorithm for every of its iteration 
doesn’t have to wait for the disk buffer loading. In our experiments we observed that this par-
allel execution of the both phases improves the performance of the algorithm significantly.  
 
 
Figure 3: Memory Architecture for Optimised HYBRIDJOIN 
4.1 Algorithm 
 Figures 4 presents procedures for the both probing and loading phase of the new algorithm. 
First three lines in probing phase – named ProbingPhase – presents the input, output and pa-
rameters required by the algorithm. Initially since H is empty, w which is a stream input size 
for each iteration of the algorithm is equal to the size of the hash table hs (line 1). The first loop 
in the algorithm runs infinitely, which is normal in these type of algorithms (line 2). Inside the 
first loop the algorithm first checks the availability of the stream data in the stream buffer. If 
the stream is available the algorithm loads w tuples from the stream buffer to H along with 
storing their join attribute values in Q. Also, the algorithm reset w to zero (lines 3 to 6). Once 
the stream data has been loaded, the algorithm checks the status of db1 and db2. If db1 is empty 
– which means db2 is ready – the algorithm calls procedure LoadingPhase to load a partition 
of R into db1. Meanwhile, the algorithm executes its probing phase and performs the join op-
eration between H and db2. The algorithm generates output for the matched tuples and delete 
these tuples from H and Q. This creates empty slots in H so algorithm adds these number of 
empty slots to w. Once all tuples from db2 get processed, the algorithm set db2 to empty (lines 
7 to 16). The algorithm executes the similar steps for db1 (lines 18 to 27). 
Procedure LoadingPhase – which is called from the main procedure ProbingPhase – receives 
the empty disk buffer and index value from Q in parameters db and i respectively. The proce-
dure reads a partition of R using index value i and load that partition on to db (lines 1 and 2). 




Figure 4: Procedures for probing and loading phases of Optimised HYBRIDJOIN 
 
4.2  Cost model 
Memory cost: In Optimised HYBRIDJOIN, the maximum portion of the total memory is 
used for H while a much smaller as compare to H is used for db1, db2, and Q. In the follow-
ing we first calculate the memory for each component separately and then aggregate all these 
to know how much memory the algorithm consumes in total. 
Memory reserved for db1 and db2 (bytes) = 2𝑣𝑃 
Memory reserved for H (bytes) =𝛼(𝑀 − 2𝑣𝑃) 
Memory reserved for Q (bytes) = (1 − 𝛼)(𝑀 − 2𝑣𝑃) 
Where 𝛼  and  (1 − 𝛼) are memory weights for H and Q respectively. The total memory 
used by HYBRIDJOIN can be determined by aggregating the above all. 
𝑀 = 2𝑣𝑃 + 𝛼(𝑀 − 2𝑣𝑃) +  (1 − 𝛼)(𝑀 − 2𝑣𝑃) (1) 
Currently we are not including the memory reserved by stream buffer due to its small size 
(0.05 MB is sufficient up to in all our experiments). 
Processing cost: In this section we calculate the processing cost for our Optimised HY-
BRIDJOIN (Hybrid Join). To make it simple we first calculate the processing cost for one 
loop iteration. In order to calculate the cost for one loop iteration the major components are: 
Cost to read two disk partitions in db1 or db2 = 𝑐𝐼/𝑂(𝑣𝑃) 




Cost to generate the output for w matching tuples = 𝑤𝑐𝑂 
Cost to delete w tuples from H and Q = 𝑤𝑐𝐸 
Cost to read w tuples from stream S = 𝑤𝑐𝑆 
Cost to append w tuples into H and Q= 𝑤𝑐𝐴 
Cost to switch current buffer state =𝑑𝐵𝑐𝐶 





𝑐𝐻 + 𝑤(𝑐𝑂 + 𝑐𝐸 + 𝑐𝑆 + 𝑐𝐴) + 𝑑𝐵𝑐𝐶]   (2) 
 
Since in every cloop seconds the algorithm processes w tuples of stream data, the service rate 







In this section we performed an experimental evaluation of Optimised HYBRIDJOIN using 
synthetic but on real pattern skewed datasets. Before presenting our results we first illustrate 
the environment we used to conduct the experiments. 
 
5.1 Experimental Setup  
In order to implement the prototype for both HYBRIDJOIN and Optimised HYBRIDJOIN we 
used the following hardware and data specifications. 
Hardware specification: The experiments were performed on Core i7 with 16GB main 
memory and 160 GB hard drive. The maximum memory of 250MB was allocated to each of 
the algorithm.  
Data specification: Both of the algorithms were tested with various sizes of R which were 0.5 
million, 1 million, 2 million, 4 million, and 8 million tuples. We also used different settings for 
available memory which were 50MB, 100MB, 150MB, 200MB and 250MB. The relation R 
was stored on disk using MySQL database. On real pattern skewed stream data was generated 
at run time using the same benchmark that was used in HYBRIDJOIN algorithm (Naeem et 
al., 2011a). The size of each stream tuple was 20 bytes while the size of each tuple of R was 
120 bytes.   
We implemented the experiment in Java using Eclipse IDE. We also used built-in plugins, 
provided by Apache, and nanoTime(), provided by the Java API, to measure the memory and 
processing time respectively. Currently Optimised HYBRIDJOIN supports join for one-to-one 
and one-to-many relationships. In order to implement the join for one-to-many relationship it 
needs to store multiple values in hash table against one key value. However, the hash table 
provided by Java API does not support this feature therefore, we used Multi-Hash-Map, pro-
vided by Apache, as a hash table in our experiments. The hash table has fudge factor of 8.  
Measurement strategy: The performance of the algorithm was measured by analysing the num-
ber of records processed in unit second. This was called the service rate. The results measure-
ment was started after executing a few loop iterations. For more accuracy we took three read-
ings for each test and considered the third measurement as final. We also calculated confidence 
interval for every result by considering 95% accuracy. Moreover, during the execution of the 
algorithm no other application was assumed to run in parallel. 
 
5.2 Performance Evaluation  
In this section we compared the performance of Optimised HYBRIDJOIN with existing HY-
BRIDJOIN in terms of service rate by varying the three parameters: the total memory available 
for the algorithm M, the size of R, and the value of the parameter skew e (also called Zipfian 
exponent) in the stream data. For the sake of brevity, we restricted the discussion for each 
parameter to a  one-dimensional variation, i.e. we varied one parameter at a time. 
In experiment shown in Figure 5(a) we varied memory sizes while the size of R was fixed (2 
million tuples). From the figure it is clear that for all memory budgets the performance of Op-
timised HYBRIDJOIN is significantly better than HYBRIDJOIN. 
In our second experiment we assumed the total allocated memory for join was fixed while the 
size of R varied exponentially. The results of this experiment are presented in Figure 5(b). From 
the figure again it can be observed that for the small size of R performance of Optimised  HY-
BRIDJOIN is significantly better than HYBRIDJOIN. However, this factor of improvement 
decreases by increasing the size of R. The plausible reason for this behaviour is by increasing 
the size of R the probability of matching the stream tuples against a disk partition decreases 
while the disk I/O cost remains same because of fixed size of disk partition.  
Finally, we evaluated the performance of Optimised HYBRIDJOIN by varying the skew in the 
stream data. To vary the skew, we varied the value of the Zipfian exponent e (Knuth, 1998). In 
our experiments we allowed it to range 0 to 1. At 0 the input stream was uniform while at 1 the 
stream had maximum skew. Figure 5(c) presents the results of our experiment. It is clear from 
the figure that under each value of e Optimised HYBRIDJOIN again performs considera-
bly better than HYBRIDJOIN. Also, this improvement increases by increasing the value of e. 
The plausible reason for this behavior is when the value of e increases the input stream gets 
more skewed and consequently the probability of matching the stream tuples against a disk 
partition increase. In all our experiments we observed that Optimised HYBRIDJOIN outper-
formed HYBRIDJOIN due to optimising its disk I/O cost which strengthened our argument 
presented in the paper. 
 
 
Figure 5: Performance comparison (Optimised HYBRIDJOIN vs. HYBRIDJOIN) 
 
 
Figure 6: Cost validation 
Cost validation: In this experiment we validated the cost model for the both algorithms by 
comparing the estimated cost with the measured cost. In the case of the predicted cost, we first 
determined the cost for one loop iteration using Equation (2). Figure 6 presents the comparisons 
of both costs for the both algorithms. In the figure it can be observed that in case of the both 
algorithms the predicted cost closely resembles the measured cost which validates the correct-
ness of our implementations. 
6. Conclusions 
The disk I/O cost is typically considered a predominant cost among all other join’s components 
cost.  The key challenge is therefore to minimize this I/O cost that in turns helps to minimise 
the delay in processing of the stream data and consequently it improves the service rate. In this 
paper we presented an optimal approach for accessing the disk-based master data.  To test our 
approach, we extended the existing HYBRIDJOIN algorithm by adding another disk buffer for 
loading the master data. The new algorithm called Optimised HYBRIDJOIN implements its 
two phases known as probing phase and loading phase. These two phases execute inde-
pendently in parallel which is not the case in existing HYBRIDJOIN. By implementing this 
feature, the new algorithm exploits the allocated memory and CPU resources optimally. We 
evaluated the performance of the both algorithms and our experiments have shown that the new 
algorithm significantly outperformed existing HYBRIDJOIN. We also validated our cost mod-
els for the both algorithms in order to validate the correctness of our implementations.  
In future we have a plan to parallelise our new algorithm by distributing the master data phys-
ically and process this through multiple CPUs. The other aim is to extend our algorithm for 
multi-stage join where the data stream needs to join with multiple tables from the master data.  
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